On May 31, 1976, the Black Panther Party opened the Franklin Lynch People's Free Health Center. During the morning hours of Sunday, July 5th, thirteen shots were fired into the trailer that housed the Franklin Lynch People's Free Health Center, located at Tremont and Ruggles St.

Several of the bullets passed through both sides of the trailer, but two bullets were recovered, revealing that the caliber weapon used was a .38 special. The type of handgun the hooligans' Finest Park are known to carry on their hips. The damage done was minimal, and the People's Free Health Center was open on Sunday as usual. Many community people came to investigate and to ask questions about the shooting. The people were concerned about their health center, and were angry that some continue to operate the Franklin Lynch People's Free Health Center, and with the help and cooperation of the community, we hope to expand our present facilities.

This is true socialism at work because we are moving in a collective manner to solve our collective problems with a community-based and community-operated program aimed at meeting the needs of all our people.

To be found in the racist hospitals all over Boston. Since it is a dangerous situation for black people to get together, because our only bringing the pigs closer to their doom, these same pigs have viciously attacked the Free Health Center.

The Black Panther Party will move in a collective manner to solve our collective problems with a community-based and community-operated program aimed at meeting the needs of all our people.

The Black Panther Party hopes to expand our present facilities due to the support and cooperation of the community.
It is necessary now to focus our attention on the problem of Black people in the community to come together to take action to solve the problem of Black people. This means that we must organize the Black community to take action to solve the problem of Black people. Our plan is clear: we can agree that Black people have been the victims of some of the most vicious oppression, brutality, and open racism over the years. The Black people left today have been through segregation, lynching, slavery, and racism, and make it necessary to fight for their rights. To combat these forces, we must unify all Black people to understand and support the revolutionary people’s Constitutional Convention — this is our last attempt to PROTECT the BLACK people to peacefully gain our rights. If this fails, if the weaknesses of the Black party get their way, we will continue to struggle to PROTECT the BLACK people to peacefully gain our rights.

The PEOPLE BEGINS HYPERTENSION OUT-REACH PROGRAM

(Washington, D.C.) - Save The People, an independent, community-based, nonprofit organization, has announced the implementation of a new Hypertension Outreach program.

The Hypertension program went into effect October 15, and is operated with the assistance of 16 Howard University medical students from the Student National Medical Association (SNMA). Several volunteers from the D.C. Black community also offer their participation and assistance.

TESTING

The program reaches out to people via door-to-door testing by screening teams which go into the community on Sundays. Convoying the community with leaflets and informational materials takes place the day before so people will know that the screening is coming to their homes.

The Hypertension Outreach program operates out of a need for preventative health care in Black and poor communities.

"It is our belief," states Save The People’s director, "that many large health institutions have in fact evolved from health concerns into money-making concerns. In essence, they have become more concerned with private wealth than with public health."

Hypertension screening at Black Panther Party's Free Health Clinic in Boston.
THE PEOPLE WANT HOUSING — PIGS BUILD PIG PEN

The basic needs and dreams of Black people are expressed in the Twin-Peaks Platform and Program of the Black Panther Party. Point 9 states, “We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our Black community.”

We, as Black people, should have the right to determine all activity that goes on in our community and should not be subjected to any outside control. However, this is not the case in any Black community, especially in that context nation. The people of history have, once again, taken to the streets in protest. Their anger and frustration have reached a peak in the militant Black community, and the Black community is ready to fight. How can the Black community continue to fight? How can we show the people of America that we are not a society of pigs? How can we defend ourselves?

On Sunday, March 8, 1970, approximately 1100 pigs from Boston City Hospital’s surgical ward, Frank Lynch, of 239 Broadview Avenue, was murdered in cold blood by pig officer Walter Duggan.

Lynch had been a mental patient at Boston State Hospital and had a military history of mental instabilities. His medical history was known by those at the hospital. Lynch was a violent and aggressive person. He was known to be a menace to the other patients and staff. He was known to be a danger to himself and others. He was known to be a danger to society.

On Sunday, March 8, 1970, Lynch was killed by a pig officer at Boston State Hospital. Lynch was shot in the head. The cause of death was listed as “gunshot wound of head.”

In the days following Lynch’s death, the Black community was in an uproar. People were angry. People were upset. People were saddened. People were confused.

On Sunday, March 8, 1970, the Black community was united. The people of the Black community were determined to take action. They were determined to show the world that they were not a society of pigs. They were determined to show the world that they were a society of men.

On Sunday, March 8, 1970, the Black community was ready to fight. They were ready to fight for their freedom. They were ready to fight for their rights. They were ready to fight for their lives.
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PIGS BEAT
MR. JOHNSON
IN HIS HOME

On June 14, 1970, Funnell Johnson of Maple Hill Projects, in Boston had some of his friends over for a party. The big day got together one of Funnell's racist neighbors, who had tried to get him evicted before. They called the pigs, and complained about the noisy neighbors.

Enraged by the situation, the Racial Pig Department rescued Funnell, we knew that the pigs jumped at this chance to instigate riots, to brutalize negroes, to murder negroes.

Boston's riot force arrived at Mr. Johnson's house without notice and began to pound on his door. Funnell, hearing the sound at the door, opened it and was immediately beaten by the pigs. Many concerned people, moved and moved the bloody pigs to nearby beat an unarmed black with a bad leg.

These people weren't equipped to deal with the pigs because of the fear that the pigs had guns and the people, in this case, didn't.

After beating Mr. Johnson to the pigs, the true criminals in the situation they were charging Mr. Johnson with disorderly conduct. The people witnessing this outrageous act by the pigs began to shout at the pigs that they had already beaten him enough for them to leave. The charge would be too much.

Sawing the anger in the crowd, the pigs withdrew without charging. Funnell for a while, when it was they themselves had made the criminal acts.

After the Boston General Forces left Mr. Johnson's house, he called the police. Funnell's neighbors were the black patrolmen. Mr. Johnson learned from this terrible event that black people have no rights which whites are bound to respect. He saw the need for all black people to have the right to national security, 24-hour guards at all pig stations and 7 "aggressive and suspicious persons" to make it much tougher. "Any black person..."

Funnell Carl Fenton of Boston, in order to cover up their faction attacks to the black community, said that his investigation had been "inadequate." Now every black person who has any type of consciousness about how we are perceived under racist oppression, know damn well why these pigs were fired.

They were fired on because the pigs are the chief perpetrators of racist oppression. They are the pigs' protection and greedy housing commissioner's direct contact and in road into the black community. The pigs are the chief perpetrator of murder and brutality in the black community and they must be fired back in their own row.

This act was an act of self-defense, and we have a right to defend our selves and our people from foreign aggression by our own people who occupy our community. It's no other reason than to protect the interests of the greedy housing commissioners who exploit us daily, and to contain murder and brutality against black people.

DEATH TO THE RACIST PIGS!
LONG LIVE THE PEOPLE'S VICTORY!

BOSTON, CHAPTER, U.P.E.